Straightforward Micropatterning of Oligonucleotides in Microfluidics by Novel Spin-On ZrO₂ Surfaces.
DNA biochip assays often require immobilization of bioactive molecules on solid surfaces. A simple biofunctionalization protocol and precise spatial binding represent the two major challenges in order to obtain localized region specific biopatterns into lab-on-a-chip (LOC) systems. In this work, a simple strategy to anchor oligonucleotides on microstructured areas and integrate the biomolecules patterns within microfluidic channels is reported. A photosensitive ZrO2 system is proposed as an advanced platform and versatile interface for specific positioning and oriented immobilization of phosphorylated DNA. ZrO2 sol-gel structures were easily produced on fused silica by direct UV lithography, allowing a simple and fast patterning process with different geometries. A thermal treatment at 800 °C was performed to crystallize the structures and maximize the affinity of DNA to ZrO2. Fluorescent DNA strands were selectively immobilized on the crystalline patterns inside polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) microchannels, allowing high specificity and rapid hybridization kinetics. Hybridization tests confirmed the correct probe anchoring and the bioactivity retention, while denaturation experiments demonstrated the possibility of regenerating the surface.